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Abstract:  

In this article, the laboratory device for processing milled cotton seeds in an electric magnetic 

field with an extremely high frequency and the results of the experiment obtained are described. 

The volume of macro pores of the gourmets (from 1875 to 7500), processed at 2450 MGs, 300 

W, at 12-14% humidity for 13-15 minutes, increased by an average of 2.0 – 2.2 times after 

ultra-high-frequency processing, and when comparing the acid and perekis number indicators 

of high gossipol cotton oil with oil obtained using traditional technology, compared with 

processing using frequency Beams has been shown to be more efficient than in the traditional 

method 

Keywords: milled cotton seeds, acid number, perekis number, macro pore, gossipol, extremely 

high frequency, humidity, roasting.    

 

Introduction  

In the change of structural substances in heat treatment of raw materials, the time-wise gradient 

of the temperature in exposure to microwave rays, the effect of which is high compared to 

conventional thermal processing, plays a role. The course of chemical reactions that take place 

in the material at different constants of the rate of rise in the temperature of the material when 

processing the formation of one or another intermediate products occurs at very low 

temperature intervals. This situation is explained by the shortness of the intermediate 

temperature intervals in microwave processing.  

Extremely high frequency generators can be classified into two main groups: electronic and 

quantum. Electronic ultra-high frequency generators occupy a leading position in the technique. 

The current Quantum Ultra - High Frequency-generators are not yet, as far as they go beyond 

the range of optical frequencies. Therefore, they are called optical quantum generators, that is, 

lasers. 

Electronic ultra-high frequency equipment has a wide frequency range covering radio waves 

with a wavelength of tens of meters to millimeters. Their differentiation from each other 

depends on the type of equipment and is divided into electrovacuum and semiconductor types. 

While this equipment covers the entire range of ultra-high frequency waves, it differs from each 
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other in its generating capacity. While Elektrvakuum is produced on ultra-high-frequency 

equipment, from milliwatts to tens of megawatts, the output of semiconductor generators does 

not exceed several hundred watts so far and is produced only for special types of ultra-high-

frequency transistors [1]. 

Studies have been carried out on the preparation of compote from grape fruit using an electric 

magnetic field with an extremely high frequency. The results of the study showed that with an 

electric magnetic field with an extremely high frequency, a reduction in sterilization time was 

achieved due to the fact that when the jars were initially sterilized at 60-120 seconds, the 

sterilization temperature was 20-22 °C higher than traditional technology [1]. 

E.A.Bryukhnova, S.K.Mustafaev and others conducted research on the effect of ultra-high 

frequency suppression on the protein complex of soybeans during storage [2]. The results of 

the study showed that the albumin content of soybeans decreased from 7.31 to 6.55 compared 

to control when treated with extremely high frequency, while the globulin content increased by 

0.5%, the gluten by 0.1%, and the proportion of non-protein nitrogenous substances increased 

by 0.15%. It has also been found that the activity of the urease enzyme decreases from 2.44 to 

1.63. 

Research has been carried out by scientists from the Kuban State University of technology on 

the use of ultra-high and low-frequency electric magnetic fields in vacuum drying of Food [3]. 

According to the results of the study, treatment with an electric magnetic field of extremely 

high and low frequencies in vacuum was studied to make it possible to carry out the drying 

process in a "soft" mode and obtain high-quality Fast renewable products. 

 

Methodology 

From the above Research, a laboratory device for processing milled cotton seeds in a large 

high-frequency electric magnetic field was developed, and the results of the experiment were 

analyzed. The laboratory device for processing milled cotton seeds with high-frequency rays is 

shown in Figure 1. 

Laboratory device: includes electronic scales, electromagnetic radiation generator (magnetron), 

wave propagator, heat chamber (resonator), magnetron and chamber ventilation and cooling 

system, over-radiation protection system, measuring instrument system and control unit. 
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Figure 1. Laboratory device of hydrothermal processing with ultra - high-frequency rays 

on the grain mower 

1-magnetron; 2-resonator; 3-magnetorator; 4-container for milling; 5-seed grinder; 6-bottle 

mixer; 7-engine; 8-thermometer; 9-magnetor for Engine; 10-Ultra-High-Frequency Control 

block; 11-LATR; 12-tripod; 13-electronic scales; 14-container for water 

With the help of ultra-high-frequency beams, a separate water tank is additionally installed to 

transfer water in order to determine how the moisture content of the flue during a certain time 

unit is affected by changes in the level of the flue, as well as the optimal humidity indicator of 

the flue during processing. By calculating the amount of water supplied to the mower based on 

the initial moisture indicator of the mower obtained for the sample, the amount of water was 

calculated and the humidity was changed. 

Hydrothermal treatment of milled cotton seeds in a laboratory device the procedure for 

hydrothermal treatment was defined as follows: the sample amount of cotton seed mowing (e.g. 

500 g) was moistened with water to the level specified in the experimental conditions. 

The milled cotton seeds obtained for the sample were pulled out on scales (13), mixed in a 

blender using water from the water tank (14) to the required moisture indicator for the 

laboratory in relation to the initial moisture indicator. The moisture indicator reached the 

required amount for laboratory analysis, the flue (5) was transmitted to the inner part of the 

resonator (2) Chamber of the hydrothermal processing device using ultra-high-frequency rays 

to a flat-bottomed porcelain container (4), which was fastened using dielectric holders (3). The 

working chamber was mixed using a glass mixer (6), which was passed through the middle of 
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the laboratory device and lowered to the center of the porcelain container, in order to ensure 

uniform distribution of heat along the entire charge of the product under the influence of rays 

emanating from a magnetron (1) with a frequency of 2450 MGs when processing using ultra-

high The glass mixer is fastened to the engine (7), which is fastened to the tripod (12) handle 

(9). The number of rotations of the mixer was controlled using LATR (11). The processing time 

of the milled cotton seed was controlled by means of an alcohol thermometer (8), which was 

maximized to the handle (9), depending on the power and humidity indicator of the milled 

during the unit. The cap part of the laboratory device is covered with a coating on the alloy, 

ensuring that heat as well as radiation do not go out. After the cover part of the device was 

closed, the power and time indicators of ultra-high frequency radiation were controlled using 

the Control Unit (10). The laboratory device has a capacity of 100÷600 W and a maximum of 

120 minutes, such power and time has been enough for hydrothermal processing using ultra-

high frequency rays on milled cotton seeds. 

The analysis of high-gossipolli forpress oil, processed in a super-high-frequency electric 

magnetic field on milled cotton seeds, was carried out based on the following methods: 

The acid number of Fats was determined according to UzDST 1203 [4] and a 1% alcohol 

solution of phenolphthalein was obtained as an indicator. This methodology is based on titration 

of the oil with a standard alkali solution in the presence of a phenolphthalein indicator. 

A solution neutralized alcohol and diethyl ether was applied as a lubricant. 3-5 grams of oil, 

weighed on an analytical scale, is poured into a colba, a solution of 50 ml of ethyl alcohol and 

diethyl ether is added to it, mixed well and made sure that the oil is completely dissolved in the 

solvent. 3-5 drops of 1% phenolphthalein solution were added to the same mixture and mixed. 

The resulting solution, constantly stirring, was rubbed from the Burette with a solution of 0.1 

n corrosive potassium Alkali in alcohol in 30 seconds until a light pink color appeared, which 

did not disappear. 

A.N (mg, KOH/g) was calculated by the following formula: 

A.N. = 5,611, a*k / m ; 

here: 5,611-0,1 n titre to a solution of corrosive potassium, gr / ml; 

A is the amount of 0.1 n corrosive alkali solution spent on titration, ml; k is the titre correction; 

m is the sample weight of the oil being analyzed, g; 

The oxidation state of the oil was measured iodometrically according to perexis number at 

UzDSt 1200:2009 [11]; 

The number of Perekis was calculated as follows: the fat content may be 5 g less. It is necessary 

to choose a smaller amount of the sample. If the weight of the sample affects the result, it is 

imperative to indicate this along with the result. 

The sample Portage was dissolved in a 50 cm3 solution of acetic acid/isooctane, through careful 

circular motions, followed by the addition of 30 cm3 of anhydrous acetic acid. The sample was 

slightly heated. 
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A magnetic mixer was used for mixing and a 0.5 cm potassium iodide saturated solution was 

added, the sample was mixed in a magnetic mixer within 60 seconds (using a timer with an 

accuracy of±1 s), medium speed to prevent scattering, and immediately 30 to 100 cm of water 

was added. The amount of water depends on the equipment being used. 

 

Results and Discussion 

The internal structure of the seed pulp is greatly influenced by the processes of grinding it in 

the VS-5 equipment and mixing it with the return product before roasting. Therefore, it is 

appropriate to analyze the cotton seed pulp after it has been mixed with the returned product, 

and we have taken this into account in our research. At the same time, high-frequency 

processing of ground cotton seeds is performed for 15 min under a frequency of 2450 MHz and 

a power of 300 W. Was carried out during The results of the experiment are presented in Table 

1. 

 

Table 1. Porosity index of seed pulp before and after ultra-high frequency treatment 

Mercury vapor 

pressure, 

kPa 

The radius of the 

measured pores, 
0

  

Crushed cotton seed, ( V n), sм3/g 

efore ultra-high 

frequency processing 

After ultra high frequency 

processing 

100 75000 0 0,008 

200 37600 0 0,012 

300 25000 0 0,017 

400 18750 0 0,019 

500 15000 0,006 0,021 

1000 7500 0,009 0,023 

1500 5000 0,011 0,024 

2000 3750 0,012 0,025 

2500 3000 0,012 0,026 

3000 2500 0,013 0,028 

3500 2142 0,013 0,029 

4000 1875 0,015 0,031 

5000 1500 0,017 0,033 

The analysis of the data presented in the table shows that supermacropores (from 75,000 to 

7,500) are almost absent in the cotton seed pulp before ultra-high frequency treatment, and it is 

explained that this is due to the process of crushing it. After ultra-high frequency treatment, 

75,000 to 7,500 macropores (0.008 to 0.019 cm3/g) appear in the cotton seed pulp. This 

situation makes it easier for the oil to separate from the roast during the pressing process. At 

the same time, the size of macropores (from 1875 to 7500) increased by an average of 2.0-2.2 

times after ultra-high frequency treatment, which also shows a positive effect on the rate of oil 

release from the pulp in the press. Also, the volume size of mesopores (from 20 to 200) and the 

volume size of micropores (up to 20) also increase, indicating that the volume of pores up to 
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1500 increased from 0.017 to 0.033 cm3/g effectively affected the ultra-high frequency 

electromagnetic field. It can be seen that ultra-high frequency treatment of cottonseed meal 

provides an opportunity to obtain an oily material (grind) with high porosity, which facilitates 

diffusion mass transfer during pressing processes. 

High-frequency treatment of the solution causes an immediate increase in the internal hydraulic 

pressure of the fluids, particularly the water inside the cells, resulting in maximum damage to 

the cell walls. As a result, the reactive ability of the components present in the material 

increases [5-8]. 

Increasing the ultra-high frequency processing power (W) from 300 to 600 W and time (t) from 

5 to 30 min. Increased the acid number of press oil by 1.2-1.4 times. The results of the 

experiment are presented in Figure 2. 

As it can be seen, despite the fact that the color indicator of the oil in the fry is worsened during 

the high-frequency treatment, the change in the color indicator of the oil is not significant 

compared to the industrial method.  

 
Figure 2. Changes in oil acid number depending on the power and duration of ultra-

high frequency treatment of seed crushing 

As a result of the oxidation of triacylglycerides in the technological processes of oil production, 

unsaturated fatty acids increase. At the same time, the largest changes in the peroxide value of 

oil occur during crushing, frying, and high-temperature processing of crude oil (or mistella) [9, 

10]. 

Processing of vegetable oils to reduce their peroxide value is a complex process that has a 

negative impact on the cost of the product. Therefore, methods are currently being sought to 

reduce this indicator in the oil extraction process itself, including crushing and frying. 
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5-30 min from us with 2450 MHz frequency, 300-600 W super high frequency. The change of 

the peroxide value of the oil obtained from the processed seed extract was studied. 

The analysis of the peroxide number of the oil was performed according to UzDSt 1200:2009 

"Calculation of the peroxide number of vegetable oils" [24]. It was found that when cotton seed 

pulp is treated with high frequency in the above regimes, the peroxide value of press oil changes 

from 10 to 17 mmol/kg. At the same time, the increase in the number of peroxides of the oil 

changes depending on the increase of the ultra-high frequency processing power (from 300 to 

600 W) and time (from 5 to 30 min.). 

 

Conclusion 

In ultra-high-frequency processing, the process is more efficient, because the increase in 

temperature ensures uniform distribution of the material throughout the volume. Therefore, 

despite the acceleration of changes with the increase of radiation power, with the same residual 

moisture in the treated material, the final negative changes are much less than in the traditional 

method. 

Comparison of these indicators with the physico-chemical indicators of oil obtained by the 

traditional method of hydrothermal treatment of cotton seed pulp shows that ultra-high 

frequency treatment has a "soft" effect on oily material. For example, as mentioned above, 

when the parameters of ultra-high frequency processing are changed, the acid number of the 

obtained oils increases. This process is associated with an increase in the moisture content of 

the processed material. On the other hand, with humidity up to 15% and ultra-high frequency 

radiation power up to 300 W, the processing time is halved. 

Based on the results of the research, it can be concluded that despite the increase of acid and 

peroxide values   of the oil, treatment of cotton seed pulp with the help of ultra high frequency 

rays is more effective than the traditional method. 
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